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Overview
• Background:
o Ontology and the nature of language

• The framework:
o English as entities associated with two kinds of social institution:
• the human language capacity
• national identity

• Some applications

Ontology
• Searle (1995, 2010) on what exists:

facts

o Some facts are brute physical facts
• e.g. stones

physical

mental

o Others are mental facts
• e.g. weapons

o Some mental facts are social

social

• e.g. friendship

o Some social facts are social institutions
“X counts as Y
(in context C)”

• e.g. marriage
o Some social institutions are linguistic

institutional

linguistic

• e.g. promises

o Some social institutions are non-linguistic
• e.g. nations

non-linguistic

o According to Searle, language is the original social institution.

Ontology: Why is it important?
• Searle (2008, pp. 43-4) on the importance of ontology for
social scienBsts (which includes linguists and applied linguists):
o “[U]nless you have a clear concepBon of the nature of the phenomena
you are invesBgaBng, you are unlikely to develop the right methodology
and the right theoreBcal apparatus for conducBng the invesBgaBon.”

• Harris (2009, p. 25) on the importance of ontology for
language teachers:
o “[W]hether you realize it or not, you are teaching not just English […],
but a certain view of what that language is, and also a certain view of
what a language is [...].”

Ontology and language(s)
• Searle (1995, p. 228) on language_:
o “Language is itself an institutional structure because it involves
the imposition of a special kind of function on brute physical
entities that have no natural relation to that function. Certain
sorts of sounds or marks count as words and sentences, and
certain sorts of utterances count as speech acts.”

• Makoni and Pennycook on languages:
o “languages are socially and politically constructed […].” (M&P,
2007, p. 27)
o “languages are political rather than ontological categories.” (P,
2007, p. 94)

So what’s English?
‘a language’

‘a people’

So what’s English?

‘language’

‘people’

So what’s English?
‘a language’
‘language’

‘England’
‘nation’

‘a people’
‘people’

So what’s English?
NATION
A cultural-political entity,
defined by its institutions
and the characteristics
claimed by or attributed to it

LANGUAGE CAPACITY
The cognitive resources,
social processes and
products of linguistic
communication

‘English language’ as a
characteristic of
the English NATION

‘English language’ as a
set of instantiations of
the LANGUAGE CAPACITY

‘ENGLISHRY’

‘L-EN G L IS H ’
(Hall, forthcoming)

L-English

Resource

Process

Product

L-English as resource
• The human language capacity exists in people’s brains (a ‘mental fact’
and a ‘social institution’).
• Chomsky (1986) called this I-LANGUAGE.
• This is one’s idiolect (R. Hall, 1985, p. 353):
“[A]ll phenomena of language exist only in the ‘know-how’ […] of
individual speakers, i.e., in their idiolects. For something to exist at all, it
has to have locus existendi. […] Each idiolect exists only in the brain of the
speaker who uses it.”

• So in this sense:
“English is a set of mental resources that some humans have, in different
quantities and degrees of entrenchment, which allows them to use
certain linguistic features and constructions meaningfully with people
who have sufficiently similar sets of resources” (Hall, forthcoming)

• I call these resources I-ENGLISHES (Hall, 2013; Hall et al. 2017a; Hall et al.
2017b)

L-English as process
• When used, I-ENGLISHES have social effects.
• Language doesn’t just encode referential meanings, but actually does
things—it has performative functions, changing social reality through
speech acts (Searle, 1969).
• It also has indexical functions, signalling social solidarity or difference
through “acts of identity” (Le Page and Tabouret-Keller, 1985).
• The term LANGUAGING (Lado, 1979; Halliday, 1985; Swain, 2006;
Jørgensen, 2008) captures this view of language as social process.
• When LANGUAGING is done using I-ENGLISHES, I call this ENGLISHING (Hall,
2013; 2014).

L-English as product
•

ENGLISHING leaves products, which can be viewed as social or

physical entities.
• As social entities, they are the linguistic forms produced using IENGLISHES in ENGLISHING.
• This is what Chomsky (1986) calls E-LANGUAGE and is collected and
analysed in corpora.

L-English as product
•

EN G L IS H IN G leaves products, which can be viewed as social or

physical en::es.
• As social en::es, they are the linguis:c forms produced using IENGLISHES in EN G L IS H IN G .
• This is what Chomsky (1986) calls E-L A N G U A G E and is collected and
analysed in corpora.
• I call these ‘EN E N G L IS H MENTS’ (Hall, forthcoming). They will include:
o tokens of use (e.g. Theresa May’s ten uses of the AdjP ‘strong and
stable’ in a speech on 26th April last year); and
o pa9erns of usage (e.g. ‘strong and stable’ as a rela:vely common
ADJ-CONJ-ADJ colloca:on type).

• Finally, the physical products of EN G L IS H IN G , e.g. May’s ten
phone:c tokens [strɒŋn̩stebl].̩
• I call these ‘EN E N G L IS H INGS’ (Hall, forthcoming).

L-English
I-English

Enenglishings

L-English

Englishing

Enenglishments

C. Hall (forthcoming)

L-English

L-EN G L IS H

(a set of instan1a1ons of the L A N G U A G E C A PA C IT Y )
Resource

Process

Product

Cognitive domain

Social domain

Expressive domain

I-ENGLISHES
(instantiations of ILANGUAGE): Individuals’
lexico-grammars, as
innately constrained
and/or emergent
regularities

ENGLISHING
(instantiations of
LANGUAGING): Social
acts using I-ENGLISHES
(with other semiotic
resources)

ENENGLISHMENTS
(instantiations of ELANGUAGE): Linguistic
forms produced using
I-ENGLISHES in
ENGLISHING

ENENGLISHINGS
(instantiations of
MEDIUM): Physical
forms produced using
I-ENGLISHES in
ENGLISHING

L-English à Englishry

Resource:
I-Englishes

Process:
Englishing

Product:
Enenglishments
Enenglishings

• L-ENGLISH is a set of cognitive and social resources, processes and
products which would exist even if we had no name for them.
• When L-ENGLISH became subject to conscious contemplation, and the
word English was used to name the results of this contemplation,
another set of entity types was created: constructs of ENGLISHRY.

L-English à Englishry

Resource:
I-Englishes

Process:
Englishing

Product:
Enenglishments
Enenglishings

contemplation

English as
prescribed object

English as
described object

Englishry
• ENGLISHRY is “The (contemplation
of the) practices, products, or
perceived characteristics of ‘the
English’” (Hall, forthcoming).
• Cf. devils and devilry.
• In other words, direct or indirect
manifestations of collective
identification with the social
institution ‘NATION’.

English as
prescribed object

English as
described object

Englishry: the prescribed language
• Haugen (1966, p. 928):
“the ‘naAonal ideal’ […] demands that there be a single linguisAc code by
means of which [communicaAon within the naAon] can take place”.

• For England, this was ‘Standard English’, codiﬁed and then prescribed
through ‘print capitalism’ (Anderson, 1983) and educaAon (cf.
Hobsbawm, 1992).
• ‘Standard English’ refers to the ‘correct’ forms of EN E N G L IS H M E N T S :
‘regulaAve norms’ (Searle, 1969, pp. 33-37) à accuracy.
• Crowley (1991, p. 2) on ‘proper English’:
People relate “what is to count as ‘proper English’ […]” to “more
signiﬁcant social quesAons, such as ‘who are the proper English?’”

• I call this N-EN G L IS H (naAonal, normed, naAve, named language; Hall,
2013).

Englishry: the prescribed language
• Although English is no longer uniquely tied to ‘the English’, the ‘one
language—one nation’ assumption behind N-ENGLISH is still deeply
entrenched in folk ontology … and public policy:
o The ‘English Only’ movement in the USA (Padilla et al., 1991)
o ‘Fluent (= accurate) English’ as part of ‘British Values’ in the UK (Saner, 2015)

• The N-ENGLISH association of English with NATION holds even for linguists:
o Crystal (2002, p. 1): “No one knows how many foreign people have learned
English to a reasonable standard of fluency – or to any standard at all, for
that matter.”
o Chaika (2008, p. 28): “Listen to a foreign person speak English, and write
down every word for which the English word sounds foreign because the
wrong allophone was used.”
o Haegeman and Guéron (1999, p. 11): “How does the English child learn that
[a] contentless expletive subject must be present […] and the Italian child
learn that he or she must omit the same contentless subject […]?”

Englishry: the described language
• Linguists aim to describe rather than prescribe: ‘constitutive norms’
rather than ‘regulative norms’ (Searle, 1969, pp. 33-37).
• But they have tended to assume a unified community of users who
follow shared conventions (the ‘fixed code’ fallacy: Harris, 1981).
o The code they naturally assume is ‘Standard English’: N-ENGLISH norms.
o Unstandardized varieties are often presented as ‘non-standard’ variants
of ‘the language itself’.

• Generativists abstract from I-ENGLISHES, (tacitly) asserting the
psychological reality of their objects of description.
o I call this IDEALIZED I-ENGLISH because these objects can only exist outside
of minds (Hall, 2013).

• Other linguists abstract from patterns of ENENGLISHMENTS without
claiming psychological (or social) reality.
o I call this P-ENGLISH (alluding to ‘Platonic’ ideals; Hall, 2013,
following Chomsky, 1986, p. 33).

Englishry: the described language
• Huddleston and Pullum (2002) The Cambridge grammar
of the English language:
o Sets out to describe “the linguistic system itself”, taken to
be “modern Standard English” (p. 2).
o No claim to psychological reality, so P-ENGLISH, based on
N-ENGLISH norms.

• Haegeman and Guéron (1999) English grammar: A
generative perspective:
o “In this book we will attempt to formulate part of the
grammar of English” (p. 17) based on native-speaker
grammaticality judgements.
o Data from ‘formal English,’ but not unstandardized English.
So IDEALIZED I-ENGLISH, based on N-ENGLISH norms.

• Chomsky (1986, p. 27), tellingly, refers in passing to: “a
system of rules, English, an I-language.”

Englishry: the described language
• Huddleston and Pullum (2002) The Cambridge grammar
of the English language:
o Sets out to describe “the linguistic system itself”, taken to
be “modern Standard English” (p. 2).
o No claim to psychological reality, so P-ENGLISH, based on
N-ENGLISH norms.

• Haegeman and Guéron (1999) English grammar: A
generative perspective:
o “In this book we will attempt to formulate part of the
grammar of English” (p. 17) based on native-speaker
grammaticality judgements.
o Data from ‘formal English,’ but not unstandardized English.
So IDEALIZED I-ENGLISH, based on N-ENGLISH norms.

• Chomsky (1986, p. 27), tellingly, refers in passing to: “a
system of rules, English, an I-language.”

Englishry: the described language
• Biber et al. (1999) Longman grammar of spoken
and written English:
o Result of analysis of corpus of over 40 million
words of US and UK English usage.
o Major goal “to describe the patterns of variation
that exist within standard English” (p. 18)
o So-called ‘non-standard’ variants (e.g. the pub
what we stayed in) “are largely outside the scope
of the present grammar.” (p. 20)
o Their “brief survey of non-standard features”
takes up 4 of the 1125 pages of the volume
(0.036%).
o So, it’s based on ENENGLISHMENTS, but sampled
according to N-ENGLISH norms (‘Standard English’),
therefore P-ENGLISH.

Englishry
N-English

Englishry

P-English

Idealized
I-English

(Hall, forthcoming)

Englishry

ENGLISHRY

(socially constructed components of English national identity)
Resource
Social domain
N-ENGLISH
(a social construction of LENGLISH): essentially, the
named, national system of
regulative norms known as
‘Standard English’

Notional domain
IDEALIZED I-ENGLISH
(an instantiation of IDEALIZED ILANGUAGE): theorized
constitutive norms for a
linguistic system abstracted
from I-ENGLISHES, but implicitly
conditioned by, or defined with
reference to, N-ENGLISH

P-ENGLISH
(instantiations of P-LANGUAGE):
theorized constitutive norms
for a linguistic system
abstracted from
ENENGLISHMENTS, and
sometimes correlated with
types of ENGLISHING, but
implicitly conditioned by, or
defined with reference to, NENGLISH

Applications: critical
• N-ENGLISH as proxy for ‘good citizenship’ in the UK, USA, etc.
o Crowley (1991: ‘who are the proper English?’), cites (p. 183) a 1905 essay
by Henry James in which he asserts that immigrants are particularly guilty
of ‘corrupting’ the language.
o This sentiment is alive and well today: The UK Conservative Party’s
‘British Values’ manifesto pledge about ‘Fluent English’ (defined in part in
terms of N-ENGLISH) is now part of the 2016 Immigration Act.

Applications: critical
• N-ENGLISH as perpetuator of social inequality, e.g. the
‘pathologization’ of unstandardized NS/NNS Englishes.

Applications: pedagogical
• N-EN G L IS H and P-EN G L IS H as objec3ves of L2 English educa3on, instead
of eﬀec3ve and appropriate EN G L IS H IN G with a range of I-EN G L IS H
resources.
• The problem is in the reverse direc3on of the L1 educa3on process:
o For L1 English, the expecta3on is:
I-English

N-English

I
N

o For L2 English, in communica3ve language teaching contexts, the
expecta3on is acquisi'on of an I-EN G L IS H , but N-EN G L IS H is learned
through much teaching, textbooks and tes3ng: I
N-English

I-English

N

o The focus is s3ll squarely on accuracy (an N-EN G L IS H no3on), so eﬀec3ve
EN G L IS H IN G , based on learners’ own I-EN G L IS H E S , is hard to achieve.
(Hall, 2014; 2018; forthcoming; Hall and Wicaksono, 2013)

Conclusion
• People conceptualize ‘English’ as one of two broad ontological
categories of social institution:
o as instantiations of the language capacity (‘L-ENGLISH’)
o as social constructions of characteristics originally associated with English
nationality (‘ENGLISHRY’)

• I argue that the ontological subcategories assumed in (applied)
linguistics are often those of ENGLISHRY, not L-ENGLISH.
• Making explicit these ontological categories allows us to better
understand and respond to issues in professional practice and policymaking.
• For teaching, we need to decide whether the ‘English’ we want
learners to end up with is accurate N-ENGLISH knowledge (part of
ENGLISHRY) or effective ENGLISHING resources (part of L-ENGLISH).

thanks for listening!
c.hall@yorksj.ac.uk
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